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As Light as a Feather
Feathers
landed MENA
in the Festival
Plaza at El
Gouna Film
Festival

El Gouna Film Festival held the red
carpet event for Director Omar El
Zohairy’s Feathers at the Festival
Plaza, marking the film’s MENA
premiere. The film screening was
accompanied by its director El
Zohairy, producer Giorgos Karnavas,
screenwriter Ahmed Amer, and its
producers Shahinaz El Akkad and
Juliette Leopoutre. Also, several
filmmakers, film stars, and festival
guests were present on the red carpet

to attend the film’s screening. Strong
with a poignant message, the film
relays the story of how a magician’s
trick turns Sami, an authoritative
Egyptian father, into a chicken at
his son’s birthday party and how
this mysterious transformation sets
the family off on a tragically funny
self-discovery adventure. Marking
Zohairy’s first feature film, Feathers
world premiered in the competition of
the Critics Week of Cannes in 2021.

Omar El Zohairy’s first short film,
Breathe Out, premiered at the 8th
Dubai International Film Festival and
won the Muhr Special Jury Prize for
Short Films. His second short film,
The Aftermath of the Inauguration of
the Public Toilet at Kilometre 375, was
the first Egyptian film to be selected
for the Cinéfondation competition at
the 2014 Cannes Film Festival, the
film went on to win several awards
around the world.
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Tomorrow

Full Moon by Egyptian director Hadi El Bagoury will
have its world premiere at GFF’s Festival Plaza.
Headlined by a star-studded cast, the film is GFF’s
Selection out of Competition lineup. The director
and the film’s stars: Khaled El Nabawy, Shereen
Reda, Ghada Adel, Ahmed Al Fishawy, Yasmine
Raies, Ahmed Hatem, Ahmed Malek, Asmaa
Abulyazeid, May El Ghety, and Khaled Anwar will
accompany the film during the screening together
with producers Karim El Sobky and Mohammed El
Sobky. The film follows the love stories of different
characters that end in tragedy under the ominous
light of the full moon.

Feathers
Director:
Omar El Zohairy
Producers:
Giorgos Karnavas
Shahinaz El
Akkad
Juliette Lepoutre
Screenwriter:
Ahmed Amer
Sea Cinema 1
12:30 p.m.
................................
The Quest for
Tonewood
Director:
Hans Lukas
Hansen
Cast:
Gaspar Borchardt
Sea Cinema 2
3:30 p.m
...............................
Clara Sola
Director:
Nathalie Alvarez
Mesen
Producer:
Nima Yousefi

Sea Cinema 1
3:45 p.m.
...............................
Anima
Director:
Liliya
Timirzyanova
cast:
Alina Koroll
Elizaveta Shakira
Sea Cinema 3
4:00 p.m.
...............................
Sabaya
Director:
Hogir Hirori
Sea Cinema 2
6:15 p.m.
...............................
Invisible Demons
Director:
Rahul Jain
Sea Cinema 3
6:30 p.m.
...............................
Ostrov - Lost
Island
Directors:
Laurent Stoop

Svetlana Rodina
Sea Cinema 2
9:00 p.m.
...............................
Full Moon
Director:
Hadi El Bagoury
Cast:
Asmaa Abou El
Yazeed
Ahmed Hatem
Ahmed Malek
May El Gheity
Khaled El Nabawy
Shereen Reda
Yasmin Raeis
Ghada Adel
Ahmed El Fishawy
Khaled Anwar
Festival Plaza
10:00 p.m.
...............................
Once Upon A Time
in Calcutta
Director:
Aditya Vikram
Sengupta
Producers:
Priyankar Patra

Catherine Dussart
Sea Cinema 1
9:30 p.m.
...............................
Shorts
Competition (2)
The Journey

Director:
Ève Saint-Louis
Producers:
Samuel Gagnon
Bahija Essoussi
The Last Day of
Patriarchy

Director:
Olmo Omerzu
Night

Director:
Ahmad Saleh
Arnoos

Director:
Samer Battikhi
cast:
Saba Mubarak
TU Berlin Audimax
3:30 p.m.

Out of Africa, Amadeus, Platoon,
The Pianist, The Mission, The Night
of Arresting Fatma, Phantom of
the Opera Overture, Phantom of the
Opera Think of Me, Somewhere in
Time, and Apocalypse now.
Cineconcert initiative was launched
at the 2nd GFF to celebrate cinema
and art.

Schedule
FEATHERS

CLARA SOLA

INVISIBLE DEMONS

OSTROV - LOST ISLAND

PARIS, 13TH DISTRICT

Sea Cinema 1

Sea Cinema 1

Sea Cinema 3

Sea Cinema 2

Audimax ( TU Berlin )

12:30 PM

3:45 PM

6:30 PM

9:00 PM

9:45 PM

THE DOUBLE LIFE OF

ANIMA

COMPARTMENT NO. 6

ONCE UPON A TIME IN

FULL MOON

VÉRONIQUE

Sea Cinema 3

Audimax ( TU Berlin )

CALCUTTA

Festival Plaza

Sea Cinema 3

4:00 PM

6:45 PM

Sea Cinema 1

10:00 PM

9:30 PM

1:00 PM

SHORT FILM PROGRAM 2

SABAYA

SUNDOWN

I’M YOUR MAN

Short film program 2

Audimax ( TU Berlin )

Sea Cinema 2

Sea Cinema 1

Arena

The Journey - 22 min

3:30 PM

6:15 PM

6:45 PM

9:30 PM

The Last Day of Patriarchy - 15
min
Night - 16 min
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THE QUEST FOR

THREE COLORS: BLUE

CineConcert

ONE SECOND

Junie - 23 min

TONEWOOD

Arena

Festival Plaza

Sea Cinema 3

Arnoos - 17 min

Sea Cinema 2

6:30 PM

7:00 PM

9:30 PM

HOLY SON - 20 min

3:30 PM

Captivating Short Films 3

CineGouna Platform will host
the 2nd edition of Filmlab
Palestine’s Sunbird Stories
on October 19 and 20 from
8:00 pm until 6:00 pm at TU
Berlin.
The shortlisted projects
Ginger by Ahlam Bsharat
and Mohamed Abu Maliq,
Palestine The Red Stripe by
Samer Battikhi and Hayat
Abu Samra, Jordan Flying
Salama by Mohamed Kassaby
and Mohamed Kateb, Egypt A
Whale Eats a Whole Kingdom
of Fish by Morad Mostafa

Set in TU Berlin’s Audimax,
the third short film program of
GFF’s Short Film Competition is
slated to start screening at 3:30
pm, starting with a screening
of Luo Runxiao’s Hair Tie, Egg,
Homework Books, which was
selected for the 2021 Venice
Film Festival.
El Gouna Film Festival’s third
short film program will also
include screenings of Morad
Mostafa’s Khadiga, which will
be having its world premiere,
as well as Samir Karahoda
Displaced, which was screened

and Seif El Deen Konsowa,
Egypt The Great Fixer by Farah
Chaya and Bassel Mamoun,
Lebanon
A table-read for each of the
five projects, followed by a
Q&A session will take place
in front of a jury of industry
professionals. The winners will
be announced at CineGouna
Platform’s closing ceremony,
where two projects will each
be awarded US $20,000 worth
of production and postproduction services offered by
Drosos Foundation.

at the 2021 Cannes Film
Festival, María Silvia Esteve’s
Creature, Anna Belguermi’s
Ulysses Must Go, Bilel Bali’s
Dike, Jela Hasler’s On Solid
Ground.

Breathe, Talk, Perform
Moderated by Dr. Mina El
Naggar, a panel titled Breathe,
Talk, Perform: A Take on
Psychological Well-being
of Actors will be hosted by
CineGouna Bridge at TU Berlin’s
Audimax hall from 12:30 pm
until 2:00 pm, tomorrow.
In collaboration with Medfest
Egypt, this panel will discuss
performing actors’ mental
health, a prevalent issue
in the MENA region and
internationally. The vulnerability
of actors can be attributed to
several reasons such as anxiety

GFF CineConcert
With an orchestra led by Maestro
Ahmed El Saedi, The Red Carpet
CineConcert will take place today
at 5:30 - 7:00 at the Festival
Plaza. The 5th GFF CineConcert is
featuring an orchestral performance
of film scores of classics and
audiences’ favorites. Film scores
are from the films: Space Odyssey,

Film lab Palestine: Sunbird Stories

towards securing roles, failed
auditions, negative audience
or critics’ response, and the
need to be wholly authentic in
embodying their roles.
The joining panelists include
the award-winning screenwriter
Mariam Naoum, actor Mohamed
Farrag, Ahmed Malek, actress
May Elghety, and Dr. Nabil
Elkot, who has worked for 30
years in psychiatry, patient
management, training
colleagues and students,
lecturing, researching, and
writing.

Meet the filmmaker
Sabaya
Director:
Hogir Hirori
Sea Cinema 2
12:15 p.m.
...............................
The Blue
Inmates
Director:
Zeina Daccache
Sea Cinema 2
3:30 p.m.
...............................
Amira
Director:
Mohamed Diab
Producers:

Sarah Goher
Daniel Ziskind
Screenwriters:
Sherine Diab
Khaled Diab
Cast:
Saba Mubarak
Ali Suleiman
Tara Abboud
Festival Plaza
6:30 p.m.
...............................
Invisible Demons
Director:
Rahul Jain
Sea Cinema 3
5:45 p.m.

Anima
Director:
Liliya
Timirzyanova
cast:
Alina Koroll
Elizaveta Shakira
Arena Cinema
6:30 p.m.
Full Moon
Director:
Hadi El Bagoury
Cast:
Asmaa Abou El
Yazeed
Ahmed Hatem
Ahmed Malek

May El Gheity
Khaled El Nabawy
Shereen Reda
Yasmin Raeis
Ghada Adel
Ahmed El Fishawy
Khaled Anwar
TU Berlin Audimax
6:30 p.m.
...............................
Clara Sola
Director:
Nathalie Alvarez
Mesen
Producer:
Nima Yousefi
Sea Cinema 1

6:45 p.m.
...............................
Back Home
Director:
Sara Shazli
Producer:
Marianne Khoury
Cast:
Nabil Shazli
Youssef Shazli
Festival Plaza
9:15 p.m.
...............................
The Quest for
Tonewood
Director:
Hans Lukas

Hansen
Cast:
Gaspar Borchardt
Sea Cinema 3
8:45 p.m
...............................
Three Colors:
White
Zbigniew
Zamachowski
Arena Cinema
9:00 p.m.
...............................
Once Upon A Time
in Calcutta
Director:
Aditya Vikram

Sengupta
Producers:
Priyankar Patra
Catherine Dussart
Sea Cinema 2
9:15 p.m.
...............................
Shorts
Competition (2)
The Journey

Director:
Ève Saint-Louis
Producers:
Samuel Gagnon
Bahija Essoussi
The Last Day of
Patriarchy

Director:
Olmo Omerzu
Night

Director:
Ahmad Saleh
Arnoos

Director:
Samer Battikhi
cast:
Saba Mubarak
TU Berlin Audimax
9:30 p.m.
...............................
Shorts
Competition (3)
Khadiga

Director:

Morad Mostafa
Fatma Al Zahraa
Abdel Rahman
Displaced

Director:
Samir Karahoda
Ulysses Must Go

Director:
Anna Belguermi
Creature

Director:
María Silvia Esteve
A Dike

Director:
Bilel Bali
TU Berlin Audimax
3:30 p.m.
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remarkably won him a wide audience
base world wide.
This element of mystery stems from
his studies in Anthropology and
Philosophy, especially environmental
philosophy, which proved to be
essential during the past 25 years and
has become a subject of a growing
interest. This philosophy is the main
theme of Mother! Where he used

the main character as a symbol to
mother Earth that is destroyed by
humanity’s pride, envy, greed, lust,
wrath, gluttony, and sloth (Seven
Deadly Sins). Arnofosky funded his
first film based on a $60,000 loan
from friends and family friends and
relatives to end up selling his film
for a million dollars, which later
achieved the highest revenues in the

box office. Likewise, his other films
were a great success and generated
high revenues in the international
box office, winning rave reviews from
film critics worldwide. Arnofosky is
undoubtedly one of the most loved
celebrity filmmakers whose films left
a mark on cinephiles and filmmakers
alike the world over.

His Requiem
for a Dream
is recognized
as one of
the world’s
best films
in cinema’s
history

The main
thing is trust

Tracing Arnofosky’s Philosophy

When the Film Director Is the Star

Mohamed Sayed
Abdelrehim

Arnofosky’s
limited works
have stirred
a lot of
controversy
through his
seven feature
films
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After seven years since the banning
of his film Noah in Egypt, American
award-winning filmmaker Darren
Arnofosky makes his comeback to
El Gouna Film Festival where he will
have a masterclass to a wide base of
audiences from across the world over
including his fans who appreciate
his limited work that has had a
large impact on the internatinoal
filmmaking industry.
Heralded as the best film directors
on the international scene, Darren
Arnofosky’s limited works have
stirred a lot of controversy through
his seven feature films. His debut
feature was ahead of the millennium
in 1998 with Pi. The film’s plot and
style of narration is distinctively
intertwined with a complex
cinematic language that explores the
sophisticated world of the science of
mathematics.
In 2000, he landed what is
internationally recognized as one of
the world’s best films in the history
of cinema, Requiem for a Dream.
Headlined by Ellen Burstyn, Jared
Leto, and Jennifer Connoelly, the
film’s brutal scenes shocked the
audiences around the world. Yet, it
came out as one of the films that
developed the filmmaking industry
and had its indelible impact on the
filmmaking community world wide,
especially in Egypt whose films were
influenced by the narrative style

and remarkable music scores of
Arnofosky’s films.

Outstanding Cinematic Style
Through his film Requiem for a
Dream, Arnofosky tackles drug
addiction with fast-paced editing,
and unique angles and differently
framed scenes especially through
the cameras rigged to the bodies of
the actors that have been excessively
used throughout the film. These
all exposed his unique style in
directing to convey his message
and perspective to the audience
highlighting the destructive effects
of drug addiction as a one-way
direction, in a modern visual style
that has uniquely left an impact on
the international audience.
Arnofosky’s interest in exploring the
psychological world of his characters
and protagonists has been evident
in his works since his first film. In
Pi, this was reflected through the
close-ups and tight frames through
the cameras rigged to the bodies
of the actors that let the audience
see nothing from the surrounding
of the characters. The pyschological
aspects of the characters in Requiem
for a Dream is manifested through
its unfolding events. Likewise, his
tackling of the main character in The
Wrestler (2008) remarked the first
attempt to explore the psychological
conflict of a professional wrestler.

Aronofsky’s psychological analysis of
his characters was best manifested
through Black Swan (2010). Starring
Natalie Portman, Vincent Cassel, and
Mila Kunis, the film delves into the
everyday psychological conflict of an
ambitious ballet dancer that thrusts
them into constant stress, which
mostly destroys their professional
career.
Arnofosky’s breakthrough following
Black Swan encouraged him to
present his high-production film
about Prophet Noah in 2014. Inspired
by the Biblical story of prophet Noah,
the film was headlined by Russell
Crowe, Jennifer Connelly, Emma
Stone, and Antoney Hopkins. It was
banned in several countries across the
world, including Egypt as it is a taboo
to depict prophets.

A Game of Riddles
In 2017, Arnofosky’s Mother!, starrign
Jennifer Lawrence, Javier Bardem,
Ed Harris, and Michelle Pfeiffer, was
another controversial film due to its
extremely tense dark theme that
explains his message that humanity
never learns from their mistakes, and
that the entire history of humanity is
irrevocably pre-written and inevitable.
Let’s agree that Arnofosky always
deployed symbolism in his films, to
entice the audience and challenge
their minds to unriddle the elements
and symbols he uses, which has

Darren Arnofosky in His Masterclass at GFF:

I Will Come Back to Egypt
Nada Saad
The Festival Plaza witnessed
yesterday, October 17, a
conversation with one of the
world’s most iconic filmmakers
who’s known for his genre-breaking
and disruptive works, Darren
Aronofsky. The masterclass was
moderated by the GFF programmer
Teresa Cavina.
The Academy Award-nominated
American filmmaker Darren
Aronofsky was introduced by GFF’s
Festival Director Intishal Al Timimi,
Artistic Director Amir Ramses and
the festival’s Co-founder and COO
Bushra Rozza. The Brooklyn-born
director expressed his happiness to
visit Egypt again, as his last time
to visit was in 1987, «I will keep
coming back to Egypt,» he said.
Aronofosky, opened his talk

reflecting on his movie, The Fountain,
stating that this film took a very
long process, but it’s a movie that
inspired him, although it wasn’t a big
commercial idea for a lot of people,
but it was a movie that he wanted to
make.
As for his most controversial movie,
Mother!, he said that it made so
many people angry that he even got
angry messages from people, but
on the other hand it got hype and
excitement from many other people,
and when the audience asked him
about his favorite scene he answered
that his favorite and least favorite
one, when they had to kill the baby.
He added that, this movie is very
personal to him, he had the idea
and then in 5 days it was written, by
having so much energy working on it,
many people started asking him what
character symbolizes/ represents him

in that movie.
As for the Oscar awarded film
Black Swan, he said that in the
preparations period he travelled
around the world to watch The
Swan Lake show and how it’s being
presented in different countries, and
for his surprise in Russia it had a
happy ending.
The masterclass witnessed a huge
attendance, who took the chance
to ask him all industry-related and
personal questions.
“The main thing is trust”, this was
his answer when the attendees
asked him about the relationship
between the actor and the director.
When trust is built and you have good
communication, the actor will put
their heart into the work. He added
that directors must let the actors
have their own direction, and to
respect their talents.

’Mother’ is a
personal film
for me
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We
sympathize
for Jakko
& Sirpa
and their
challenging
love story in a
very cruel life

Art can
change
anything
Ali El Araby

Mohamed Atef
GFF Programmer

• In 5 years, GFF has been growing
to become the one of the most

Cinema as an Agent
for Social Change

The Power of Cinema
Organized by CineGouna platform, a panel was held
today in TUB, Audimax, to discuss cinema’s role in
public debates and how film can be an agent of change,
how nonfiction filmmaking can force change into our
communities.
Nada Saad

We now have
a clear vision
about their
sufferings so
we can work
on a solutionHovig
Etyemezian
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During this panel, cinema’s role in
public debates was discussed as
well as how film can be an agent of
change. The panelists discussed the
importance of developing an impact
plan and an early corresponding
budget to support their outreach
campaigns. The panel included
directors of selected films from GFF’s
5th edition, as well as institution
representatives.
Moderated by Mariam Farag,
founder of Humanizing Brands,
the panel featured, director Ali El
Araby, director Zeina Daccache, Suba
Umathevan, CEO of NGO Drosos
Foundation and Hovig Etyemezian,
Head of UNHCR’s Innovation
Service, the panelists discussed the
importance of developing an impact
plan and an early corresponding
budget to support their outreach
campaigns.
Ali El Araby, director of Captains of
Zaatari, started his talk saying, “Art
can change anything”, talking about
his journey in the film industry that

began 10 years ago. He said that he
aims at making films that mirror the
community, conveying the story as it
is in reality.
He also mentioned that his latest
film, Captains of Zaatari, took him
8 years of preparations, 700 hours
of filming, and he had to visit 21
camps around the world, living with
them for months, in order to be
able to shed the light on their full
experience. At the end of his talk,
he asked the policy makers to create
an opportunity for the refugees to
commute freely, apologizing for his
movie stars, Mahmoud and Fawzy
who couldn’t make it to the special
screening at El Gouna Film Festival
for the movie because of the permits
Film director Zeina Daccache talked
about her experience, and how her
movies changed Lebanese laws. She
added that she was originally an
actress until she felt that she had
to make a shift in her career, so she
travelled to the USA, and studied
Drama Therapy, before she came
back to Lebanon, and founded the
Catharsis Lebanese Center for Drama
Therapy in 2007.
With the help of her collaborations
with relevant ministries, she
produced the play 12 Angry Lebanese
with Roumieh Prison’s inmates and
its award-winning documentary,
leading to the implementation of Law
463.
Her film, The Blue Inmates , is
competing for GFF’s Cinema for
Humanity Audience Award at its 5th
edition.

Suba Umathevan, stated that their
vital role comes from the fact that
they don’t sit at offices but they deal
daily and personally with the refugees
which allows them to understand
their main problems. “We now have
a clear vision about their sufferings
so we can work on a solution to their
problems,” added Hovig Etyemezian.
This panel comes as part of the 5th
CineGouna Bridge program, which
is a meeting point and a forum
for dialogue between different
cinematic voices. Arab filmmakers
and their international counterparts
will engage in and share their
perspectives on a wide range of
topics related to the social and
business aspects of cinema. This
year, CineGouna Bridge will present
workshops, panel discussions and
masterclasses with key industry
professionals and experts.

The Blind Man Who Didn’t
Want to See Titanic Film Review

For the sake of love
& Humanity

Everything is hard for a person who has a MS disease,
and it’s harder if that person is affected by the disease
which left him paralyzed and blind. It’s harder for the
same person if he is in love. Besides that, his girlfriend
in another city is also sick. And it’s much harder to that
person who is in love but he is not a fan of the most
famous love story in modern history that was in the film,
Titanic.

Rami Elmetwaly

Zeina Dacache’s films lead to
the implementation of Law 463

This is the story of Jakko (Petri
Poikolainen) and Sirpa (Marjaana
Maijala) from the romance dark
comedy film The Blind Man Who
Didn’t Want to See Titanic. Although
the story is that simple and we know
all the details from the beginning
and also from the title of the film,
it is not that easy to compromise. It
has layers of understanding, filling
more than we expect. First of all, the
main character in the film is actually
paralyzed and the film is about an
ordinary man who follows an ordinary
life. Nothing is special about him
except his journey to meet his love.
The beauty of this journey comes
from the impossibility for him as an
independent paralyzed blind man and
the beauty of the film comes from
how the director Teemu Nikki shows
that ordinary condition with how he

chooses visual type.
In the first 5 minutes of the film,
the director introduces his 2 main
characters by using sound, dialogue
and close shots. When we hear
Sirpa’s voice throw the cell speaker
(voice) he concentrates on Jakko’s ear
by a very close shot (visual type) to
tell us as audience with a cinematic
way how Jakko interacts with the
world. And when they argue about
Titanic (dialogue) we know as the
audience the difference between both
characters. Given these elements,
we become already able to form our
own opinion about those characters,
which is the first step to sympathize
for Jakko & Sirpa and their challenging
love story in a very cruel life.
Also the film can be easy to deal with
when it comes to it’s love story and the
road trip that Jakko takes. But when it
comes to cinephiles the understanding
of the smart jokes told by Jakko will
be different, it will be more deep and
sarcastic. And also it’s the main key
to understand the personality of a
man who chose the impossible battle
of his own war to gain a touch on his
girlfriend’s face because that’s the way
of blind man to have vision.
The Blind Man Who Didn’t Want to
See Titanic, which had its Middle East
Premiere at El Gouna Film Festival,
was premiered at Venice Film Festival
2021 where it won the Audience
Award - Armani Beauty (Orizzonti
Extra). It was also officially selected
to screen at the Antalya Golden
Orange Film Festival 2021. In 2020,
the film was announced winner of
Eurimages Project Lab Award as the
most Promising Film Project.

successful festivals in the region,
and an added value to the Arab
film industry.

• I’m proud to be a member of a
programming team, especially
that the team members are
all internationally very well
recognized. I’m also a member
of the selection committee of
CineGouna Springboard which is
another enriching experience..

• Talking about remarkable
moments, GFF is a great
professional and life experience,
and it’s always been positive
on both sides, even with odd
situations.

• In the next five years, I expect
that GFF will add more programs
and have stronger international
industrial influence.
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